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See this article that came out today, which admits SpaceX is the only company and the US the only
country supposedly reusing rockets, landing them backwards on floating barges.  China, which has
allegedly landed things on the Moon, has never even tried to land or reuse a rocket.  How likely does
that sound to you?  HASN'T EVEN TRIED.

Have you considered the possibility that is because SpaceX is the only company with enough cohones
to. . . sell you CGI as real?  They figure the American audience is so dense as a matter of science and
physics they will buy rockets landing backwards on little lily pads out in the water, not realizing that
these are just Hollywood computer graphics like they used in Star Wars, created by running films in
reverse.  Take a video of a launch and run it is reverse: voila, you have a landing.

Plus, this is China we are talking about.  SpaceX allegedly started landing rockets almost a decade ago,
and normally China can copy anything we do within a matter of months, doing it for 1/10 th the cost.
But a decade later THEY AREN'T EVEN TRYING to trying to steal this tech from us?  How
believable is that?  They aren't trying because they don't think they can get it past their own people.
Asians are good at math and science, remember?  They wouldn't buy this conjob.

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/spacex-leads-reusable-rocket-race-while-china-continues-crashing-boosters-earth


Yeah Cloudypants, it IS crazy and nuts that SpaceX would sell CGI as real like that, and that some
people would believe it.  It is nuts that people are so stupid they think that rockets can fly and land
backwards, and that they can watch those obviously fake videos and not catch on, and that Musk can
say tongue-in-cheek “the faker it looks the realer it is” and people still don't catch on.  

Addendum June 26: a reader just sent me a correction to this, telling me China has tested reusable
rockets:

One little problem: check out the dates there.  The test was allegedly June 23 and the report was June
24.  I remind you that I wrote this paper June 23 and Cloudypants posted his tweet June 22.  So China
sure put that together fast in response to us, eh?  But CGI doesn't take too long, you know.  

Also notice that it says a 3.8 meter diameter “test article” lifted off.  What?  Since when is a rocket an
article?  Looks like this was written by AI and they goofed it.   

 

 

https://spacenews.com/chinas-state-owned-sast-performs-reusable-rocket-test/

